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Particle aggregation with simultaneous surface growth

Pablo Mitchell* and Michael Frenklach†

Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley, California 94720-1740, USA
~Received 5 March 2003; published 27 June 2003!

Particle aggregation with simultaneous surface growth was modeled using a dynamic Monte Carlo method.
The Monte Carlo algorithm begins in the particle inception zone and constructs aggregates via ensemble-
averaged collisions between spheres and deposition of gaseous species on the sphere surfaces. Simulations
were conducted using four scenarios. The first, referred to as scenario 0, is used as a benchmark and simulates
aggregation in the absence of surface growth. Scenario 1 forces all balls to grow at a uniform rate while
scenario 2 only permits them to grow once they have collided and stuck to each other. The last one is a test
scenario constructed to confirm conclusions drawn from scenarios 0–2. The transition between the coalescent
and the fully developed fractal aggregation regimes is investigated using shape descriptors to quantify particle
geometry. They are used to define the transition between the coalescent and fractal growth regimes. The
simulations demonstrate that the morphology of aggregating particles is intimately related to both the surface
deposition and particle nucleation rates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The transformation of a gas into particulate matter is
the core of a variety of natural phenomena and indust
processes; examples may include formation of atmosph
fog @1,2#, combustion soot@3,4#, interstellar dust@5,6#, car-
bon black@7#, and commodity ceramics such as fumed sil
and pigmentary titania@8#. Conventional description of the
particulate inception begins with homogeneous nucleatio
precursors in the gas phase, leading to the appearance o
first recognizable particles. Theseprimary particles are as-
sumed to be spherical and collisions among them coalesc
i.e., forming larger spherical particles. In the case of so
particulates, the collected samples often exhibit characte
tics of fractal-like aggregates@9–12#. It is understood there
fore that the initial period of coalescent growth must tran
tion to particle aggregation@3#. Surface deposition also
contributes to particle growth. Gas-phase species at
themselves to the surface of the particles during both
coalescent and the aggregation stages of formation.
adds a layer of mass on the particle surface. Surface gro
encourages a round shape, and counters the geometric
domness added by aggregation.

Among all the processes, coalescent coagulation is un
stood the most. Formulated by Smoluchowski@13#, the un-
derlying system of differential equations was largely solv
by the mid 1970s@1,2,14#. Those developments were large
focused on liquid aerosols, motivated by the growing co
cerns of atmospheric pollution. The methodology w
adopted to the description of solid particulates~e.g., Refs.
@3,8,15#!, addressing the emerging interest in material po
der synthesis and the striker requirements for controlling p
ticulate emission from combustion sources.

The new applications emphasized further what alre
was known from prior developments, namely, the importa
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of coupling between nucleation and coagulation dynam
The new analysis and size-resolved numerical simulati
revealed that the particle size distribution function~PSDF! is
affected by the rate of nucleation@16–18#. For a strong
nucleation source, PSDF is entirely dominated by the sm
est particles.

Surface growth received less attention since it is usu
argued that the formation of primary particles consumes
of the gaseous precursors leaving no gas-phase materia
deposition onto the particle surface@8,19#. In the case of soot
formation, much of the solid-phase material~up to 80%! is
generated via surface deposition@20#. The present under
standing indicates that the chemical reactions controll
growth of gaseous precursors are analogous to the reac
underlying surface growth@21#.

While the formation of particle aggregates is well doc
mented and their fractal-like appearance is well character
~see, e.g., the references cited above!, the transition between
the formation of primary particles and chainlike aggrega
is not well understood. One theory@22–28# postulates that
particles are composed of viscous matter which coale
completely at small sizes. As the particle size increases,
do not have sufficient time to fuse. Often referred to assin-
tering, it is used in tandem with coagulation to model pa
ticle formation in the vapor phase. While sintering may be
appropriate model for formation of materials such as silic
@30,29#, it provides a less convincing argument when appl
to materials such as carbonaceous soot. Indeed, carbon
terials cannot melt, like silicon does. The soot partic
formed during hydrocarbon combustion have a turbostr
structure@3#. While sintering of such particles could be e
visioned as the motion of turbostratic units, electron micr
copy typically reveals multiparticle composition of prima
particles@3,32#.

Another theory states that the nearly spherical shape
primary particles is the result of surface growth accompan
by aggregation@3,31–33#. The transition is caused by th
cessation of surface growth, when the smoothing effects
surface growth do not hide the characteristics of partic
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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added by the aggregation process.
Irrespective of differences in views on how primary pa

ticles are formed, it has been generally presumed that
particle aggregation is separated in time from nucleation
surface growth. An extensive theoretical analysis was car
out on the problem of aggregate formation from a presum
ensemble of primary particles@34–38#. It has been shown
that the aggregates begin to behave in a fractal-like man
when they are significantly larger than their constituent p
mary particles.

Meakin demonstrated fractal behavior by showing that
aggregate radius of gyration,Rg , scaled with its number o
primary particles,n, through the power lawRg;n1/D f, where
D f is the fractal dimension@39#. This relationship is often
written in the form

n5kf~Rg /Rp!
D f, ~1!

wherekf is a constant fractal prefactor@35#. This result has
been useful in the analysis of fractal characteristics of ‘‘m
ture’’ powder samples and their optical properti
@9,11,12,40,41#, but is insufficient to address the dynamics
transition from coalescent growth to aggregation in the pr
ence of surface growth.

Our recent dynamic Monte Carlo simulations demo
strated that aggregation of spherical particles with simu
neous surface growth can lead to a spheroidal shape@42#.
The simulations were performed for the conditions of a lam
nar premixed flame and follow the history of an individu
particle, referred to as thecollector. The analysis attributed
the spheroidal shape of the growing aggregate to rapid
face growth and intense particle nucleation. For the part
geometry to become spheroidal, the surface growth de
mined by the gaseous flame environment must be capab
burying particles stuck to the collector surface. If they a
too large, even the flame’s maximum surface growth r
may not be sufficient to bury them quickly enough. Smal
particles, on the other hand, are more easily covered. T
couples particle aggregation not only to surface growth
also to particle nucleation, since, as mentioned above, o
in the presence of a strong nucleation source, particle di
bution is dominated by the smallest particles.

In the present study, we examine the transition from p
ticle coalescence to aggregation, identify factors controll
the phenomenon, and develop a method of predicting w
this transition occurs. The assumed model includes sur
growth but no sintering. The analysis is performed in ve
general terms, not limited to a particular system.

II. MODEL

Particle aggregation with simultaneous surface growth
modeled using a dynamic Monte Carlo method. A sin
solid particle, thecollector, is immersed in theenvironment,
an inexhaustible ensemble of spherical primary particles
gaseous surface-growth species@Fig. 1~a!#. Mathematically,
each primary particle is modeled with a ball inR3. The
model begins in the particle inception zone where the col
tor is allowed to grow via ensemble-averaged collisions w
primary particles and deposition of gaseous species on
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surface. Then a primary particle, referred hereafter as
candidate, is chosen and translated along a randomly gen
ated ballistic trajectory towards the collector. Candidate p
ticles collide with the collector one at a time and stick
impact without rearrangement@Fig. 1~b!#. Next, the elapsed
time of each collision (Dt) is calculated@42,43#. The collec-
tor surface grows uniformly via surface deposition duringDt
@Fig. 1~c!#. At this point, the process repeats itself until th
simulation terminates. Further details of this model are giv
in Ref. @42#; an in-depth description and numerical impl
mentation can be found in Ref.@44#.

III. SHAPE DESCRIPTORS

Any discussion of collector geometry must be accom
nied by meaningful measures with which quantitative co
parisons can be made. To meet the objectives of the pre
study, such measures have to clearly characterize the pa
roundness, commensurate with visual assessment from
perimental observations. The same parameters should p
useful in predicting when and why the particle growth tra
sitions from the coalescent regime to fully-developed frac
aggregation.

Recalling that aggregates are modeled with a union
balls, we require a descriptor to measure the amount of
tersection between them. In effect, the descriptor must
ferentiate between chainlike and spheroidal aggregates.

FIG. 1. Four-step particle growth algorithm~a! starts by im-
mersing the collector in an ensemble of primary particles a
surface-growth species;~b! a candidate particle is chosen and tran
lated along a random trajectory where it collides and sticks on
pact; ~c! the elapsed time of the collision is computed and the c
lector particle grows uniformly over that time interval;~d! the entire
process, steps~a!–~c!, is repeated.
7-2
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A. Fractal dimension

Our first inclination might be to use the fractal dimensi
D f . However, the inspection of the numerical results, d
played in Fig. 2, suggests thatD f alone is not sufficient to
quantify geometric differences between aggregates.D f fails
as a measure of roundness. Comparing Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!
reveals two markedly different aggregates but with nea
identical fractal dimensions,D f'3. This clearly demon-
strates thatD f cannot differentiate between chainlike an
spheroidal aggregates. In fact, a suitable shape descr
should attribute closer values to the aggregates in Figs.~b!
and 2~c!. Both of these particles exhibit granular behav
and no intersection. Yet, they do not share the same fra
behavior since the one in Fig. 2~c! hasD f51.03. It is not
essential that we differentiate between varying modes
fractal behavior. We only require a shape descriptor capa
of distinguishing between the coalescent and the fra
growth regimes.

B. Aggregate spatial metrics

Instead of forcing a descriptor to conform to a predet
mined set of criteria, we will analyze the criteria and allow

FIG. 2. Fractal dimension for three aggregates inR3: ~a! 320
balls; ~b! 1 500 balls;~c! 20 balls.
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shape descriptor to come forth naturally. We start from
basic principles and analyze the aggregate using its volu
and surface area. VolumeV and surface areaS are the most
important and intuitive metrics. Most of the thermodynam
and chemical parameters of interest are related, in one
or another, to one or both of these measures.

1. Volume and area

Our particle formation model initializes the collector a
gregate as a single ball. The collector grows via collisio
and surface deposition. As a result,V and S increase from
their initial values. Considering the spherical geometry of
collector in its initial state, we define

Vo5
4

3
pRo

3, So54pRo
2 ~2!

and normalizeV andS

v5
V

Vo
, s5

S

So
. ~3!

By construction,v ands are elements of the interval@1,̀ #.

2. Particle trajectory inln v–ln s space

Particle aggregation simulated under the influence of s
face growth creates a particle trajectory in lnv–lns space, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. Each simulation starts atv5s51.
Thereafter, asv and s increase, the trajectory the partic
follows in lnv–lns space is bounded, both above and belo
by two limits. These two limits correspond to the lines
Fig. 3 with slopesd51 andd52/3.

The upper limit,d51, is the trajectory a particle would
follow in the complete absence of surface growth. In th
case, the collector grows solely from the addition of partic
by collision, producing a chainlike aggregate composed

FIG. 3. Particle trajectory in lnv–ln s space.
7-3
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equally sized balls joined by point contacts@as, e.g., in Fig.
2~b!#. In this limit,

V

Vo
5n and

S

So
5n, ~4!

implying

s5v. ~5!

In contrast, the lower limit,d52/3, is the trajectory encoun
tered in the absence of collisions. Starting from a ball,
particle grows solely by surface deposition, retaining
spherical shape. In this limit,

V

Vo
5S R

Ro
D 3

and
S

So
5S R

Ro
D 2

, ~6!

implying

s5v2/3. ~7!

The two limits,d51 andd52/3, can be thought of as th
maximum and minimum surface area bounds, respectiv
for constant v. For example, holding volume fixed a
v5103 only allows surface area in the intervals
P@102,103# ~see Fig. 3!. An arbitrary trajectory, within the
framework of the present model, can then be expressed
the curve@44#

s5vd, dP@2/3,1#. ~8!

It is pertinent to mention that the particle trajectories e
amined in the present study are those developed through
lisions of initially perfect spheres with simultaneously occu
ring growth. While this mechanism covers a wide range
important applications, it is certainly not a universal descr
tion; for instance, one may encounter a different class
trajectories for a system of elongating rods.

3. New trajectory space

It is beneficial to analyze the particle trajectory in a ne
orthogonal coordinate system, shown in Fig. 4. It is obtain
through a linear transformation of the fan-shaped region
Fig. 3, bounded byd52/3 andd51,

S A13 lnr

A18 lng
D 5S A13 2A13

22A2 3A2
D S ln v

ln sD , ~9!

where r5v/s and g5s/v2/3. In the literature@46,45#, the
inverse ofr andg are referred to asrugosityandglobularity,
respectively.

The lnr–lng analog to Eq. 8 is written as

g5rd, dP@0,̀ # ~10!

and exponentsd andd are related by the equation

d5
d22/3

12d
. ~11!
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Perfectly spheroidal collector particles will have trajector
that start and stay on ther axis,d50. Chainlike trajectories
traverse theg axis and are identified byd→`. Trajectories
with d5O(1) indicate collector particles that are neith
balls nor chainlike.

d is an aggregate shape descriptor satisfying our requ
ments. First and foremost, it differentiates between the ch
like and the spheroidal aggregates. It quantifies the amo
of intersection between the constituent balls and provide
measure of roundness. For instance, the aggregate
structed from grossly intersected balls shown in Fig. 2~a! has
d'0 @Fig. 2~a!#, and the chainlike aggregates in Figs. 2~b!
and 2~c! haved→`. However,d does not provide enough
information on its own to determine if a particle is in a sta
of transition. In Sec. III C, we explore the transition and t
role d plays in it.

C. Transition from coalescence to fractal aggregation

The numerical value ofd provides a relative measure o
the aggregate’s position in lnr–lng space. For instance
points a, b, andg on the trajectory depicted in Fig. 4 mar
the stages in the aggregate’s morphology representativ
chainlike particles. In contrast, pointsd and e are represen-
tative of spheroidal aggregates, andc and f indicate a shape
in between spheroidal and chainlike.

A transition from the coalescent regime to fully develop
fractal aggregation is characterized by a switch fromd,1 to
d.1, i.e., when the aggregate trajectory crosses the
d51. For the transition to be complete, i.e., when the agg
gate remains near the chainlike or coalescent limit, the
jectory should move strongly away from one axis toward
other. For example, in Fig. 4 transition from the coalescen
the fractal limit begins somewhere between pointsd ande on
the trajectory. In this region, the aggregate turns away fr
ther-axis and heads towards thed51 line. The transition is
completed when the trajectory crosses over pointf and con-

FIG. 4. Particle trajectory in lnr–ln g space.
7-4
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PARTICLE AGGREGATION WITH SIMULTANEOUS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 061407 ~2003!
tinues on tog. An example of transition in the other direc
tion, from the fractal to the coalescent limit, begins betwe
the origin and pointb, proceeds to pointc, and is completed
at pointd.

To determine the direction of the transition, we consid
the particle trajectory in yet another coordinate syste
d[ ln g/ln r and

D[
d~ ln g!

d~ ln r!
5

D22/3

12D
, ~12!

where

D[
d~ ln s!

d~ ln v !
. ~13!

It is interesting to note the similarity between Eqs.~12! and
~11!.

The particle trajectory ind-D space is shown in Fig. 5
Recall that the transition from the fractal to the coalesc
limit begins as the trajectory approaches pointa and contin-
ues tob. The trajectory in this region is characterized
d.1, and the particles are chainlike aggregates. In Fig
we see thatD decreases from positive values to 0 at pointb.
From point b, D remains negative andd continues to de-
crease until it reaches a value of 1 at pointc. This is the
middlepoint where the particle is neither chainlike nor sph
roidal. The trajectory proceeds to pointd, whered,1 and
D50.

Similarly, the transition from coalescence to chainlike a
gregates begins between pointsd and e. In this region,
d,1, D passes from 0 tò , and the particles are sphero
dally shaped. Pointe is not shown in Fig. 5 sinceD5`.
After passing pointe, D becomes negative. The trajecto
crossesd51 at pointf and once again the particle is neith

FIG. 5. Particle trajectory ind-D space. Pointsa–g correspond
to pointsa–g of Fig. 4. The trajectory traverses the points in ord
It encounters pointa first and ends on pointg.
06140
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chainlike nor spheroidal.D remains negative, the trajector
continues to pointg, and the particle ends chainlike wit
d.1.

The method of using (d,D) to predict the transition will
be referred to as thedelta-and-Deltamethod, DAD. It isd
which reveals where in lnv–lns space the trajectory is andD
which reveals the trajectory direction. While it is a switch
d across the lined51 which dictatesif transition occurs, it is
a switch in the sign ofD which determineswherein ln v–lns
space it starts and ends.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSITION

A. Four simulation scenarios

To examine the transition, Monte Carlo simulations we
conducted using four scenarios. In each case, DAD is use
analyze the transition. While the DAD method is applicab
to any system of aggregating matter, to make our anal
more concrete, we consider the soot particle formation in
environment of a 10-bars laminar premixed flame of eth
ene. Specifically, the performed tests utilized@44# the rates of
particle collisions, surface growth, and nucleation taken fr
Flame 2 of Ref.@43#. We begin with a benchmark case, co
sidering particle collisions without surface growth. Then tw
cases that idealize and test the influence of particle nu
ation are examined. We conclude with a more realistic te

1. Scenario 0: Benchmark

We start with particle aggregation in the absence of s
face growth, a regime researched extensively in past stu
@34,36,38,47#. It will be referred to asscenario 0~S0!.

One hundred five collector particles with 1000 balls ea
were constructed using the Monte Carlo algorithm descri
in Sec. II. In this scenario, the candidate particles in
environment remain at a constant size for the duration of
simulation. At the conclusion, S0 creates an aggregate fro
union of equally sized balls with no intersection. The agg
gate fractal behavior was analyzed in terms of Eq.~1!. In
agreement with the previous studies, the power law dep
dence ensues forn in the range 10–100 for the conditions s
by S0.Df is taken as the asymptotic slope of a logRg versus
logn plot as shown in Fig. 6.Df obtained from S0 is 2.97
6 0.07, which agrees favorably with that reported
Meakin @39# (3.0960.19).

The S0 particle trajectory in lnr–lng space, consisten
with the definition of S0, remains on theg axis since the
particles formed are chainlike aggregates with no inters
tion between balls. Figure 7 shows snapshots of collec
particles generated by S0 atg51,3,7,10. Each snapshot
accompanied by the number of balls, the collision radiusRc ,
and the DAD values (d,D). Rc is related toRg by Rg
5(3/5)1/2Rc so that in the limit of a perfectly spherical pa
ticle, the collision and particle radii become equal. At ea
point, S0 has produced classic chainlike aggregates with
ily identifiable balls. In addition, each particle exhibits sha
descriptors with value (d,D)5(`,`). In other words, S0
experiences no transition.

.

7-5
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2. Scenario 1: surface growth applied to the collector and
candidate

Aggregation with simultaneous surface growth was a
lyzed next usingscenario 1~S1!. Seventy-one collector par

FIG. 6. The dependence ofn on Rg for 105 collector particles
with 1000 balls each. Power law dependence is attained forn in the
range 10–100.

FIG. 7. Snapshots of collector particles created using scenar
06140
-

ticles with 1350 balls each were constructed using the Mo
Carlo algorithm, described in Sec. II. S1 candidate partic
are exposed to the same surface-growth effects as the co
tor particle. That is, the radii of the candidate particles in
environment grow at the same rate as the radii of the un
of balls in the aggregate. The final result is a collector p
ticle constructed from heavily intersected, equally siz
balls. S1 assumes that the candidate particle represen
ensemble average, increasing in size through surface gro

The S1 particle trajectory in lnr–lng space is shown in
Fig. 8. We see that instantaneously after leaving the orig
the trajectory departs from theg axis. This indicates tha
minute amounts of intersection between the aggregate’s b
exist. At this early stage in the particle morphology, surfa
growth already exerts its influence. However, since the
jectory is still prominently set in the regiond.1, the aggre-
gate is still strongly chainlike. Indeed, examination of t
snapshot of a representative particle at pointa, shown in Fig.
9~a!, reveals a chainlike aggregate similar to the ones crea
by S1. At pointa, the trajectory slope is equal to the slope
the d51 line.

An infinitesimal distance pasta and surface deposition
have altered the trajectory and reduced the slope toD,1. At
this point, if the slope remains constant, the trajectory w
inevitably intersect thed51 line. However,D continues to
decrease, passes through zero to negative values, and
sects thed51 line at pointb. Here, the particle is neithe
chainlike nor spheroidal. The snapshot shown in Fig. 9~b!
depicts an aggregate with heavy intersection yet with cha
like characteristics in its extremities. Thus, the overall sha
of the particle is influenced by both the surface growth a
the addition of particles via collision.

After the trajectory departs from pointb, it enters the
region d,1. The slope remains negative then increases
zero. Eventually, the trajectory reaches pointc, whereD is
one and again parallel to thed51 line. At c, the trajectory is
close to its maximal distance from thed51 line in the coa-0.

FIG. 8. Scenario 1 particle trajectory in lnr–ln g space.
7-6
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PARTICLE AGGREGATION WITH SIMULTANEOUS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 061407 ~2003!
lescent region of lnr–lng space. At this stage on the traje
tory, the geometric appearance of the particle is domina
by the effects of surface, deposition and has attained its m
spheroidal shape. Figure 9~c! shows a compact collector wit
advanced stages of intersection between each ball. It is
markable that this snapshot shows a collector constru
from a union of 448 balls. In fact, visual comparison of Fig
9~b! and 9~c! could lead one to the incorrect assumption th
the aggregate in Fig. 9~b! is constructed from a larger num
ber of balls.

From c the trajectory moves quickly towards thed51
line. This implies that the surface growth is losing its dom
nance and collisions are equally influential in determin
the aggregate shape. The S1 simulation was terminate
point d with a value ofd50.635. The snapshot shown
Fig. 9~d! looks very similar to the one shown in Fig. 9~b!, but
is larger and is formed with more balls. It shows heavy
tersection at the core, but with chainlike characteristics in
extremities. This is expected since both particles reside o
near thed51 line.

The S1 trajectory in DAD space is shown in Fig. 10. S
like S0, begins with DAD values (d,D)5(`,`). Both shape
descriptors decrease until they reach values of (d,D)
5(5.136,1) ata. The collector transitions from fractal-like
aggregation to coalescence betweena and c. At c, Fig. 10
reveals that the collector is in fact near its maximal dista
from d51 in the coalescent stage of its morphology. In t
region nearc, the collector should be at its most spheroid

FIG. 9. Snapshots of the collector particles created using
nario 1. The snapshots correspond to pointsa–d of Fig. 8.
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Transition back to fractal-like aggregation begins once
trajectory departs fromc. At d, the transition remains incom
plete but is headed toward thed51 line.

3. Scenario 2: Surface growth applied to the collector only

The next scenario isscenario 2~S2!. Ninety-five collector
particles with 1200 balls each were constructed using
Monte Carlo algorithm described in Sec. II. In contrast to t
last scenario, S2 keeps the candidate radii constant for
duration of the simulation. S2 simulates aggregation at
peak of particle inception when rapid nucleation results i
vast supply of candidate particles. In this regime, the po
lation of particles in the environment is dominated by t
newly incepted monomers@42#. As a result, the collector
particle experiences the majority of its collisions with sma
freshly nucleated particles.

The S2 collector particle trajectory is shown in Fig. 1
The character of the trajectory for S2 in lnr–lng space is
extremely similar to the one for S1. Instantaneously af
leaving the origin, the trajectory also departs from theg axis.
Again, this is an indication that there exists intersection
tween the aggregate’s balls. A snapshot of a representa
particle at pointa is shown in Fig. 12~a!, and reveals a chain
like aggregate that looks rather like the one shown in F
9~a!. Each representative particlea–d shown in Fig. 12 is
chosen based on the same criteria as those in Fig. 9. At p
a, the slope is equal to 1; atb the trajectory intersects th
d51 line, atc the collector is at its most spheroidal; and ad
the simulation concludes. Visually, the particles displayed
pointsa andb are extremely similar to their counterparts
Fig. 9. At point a in either scenario, the collectors appe
chainlike with distinct, easily identifiable balls. The colle
tors atb, although different in overall size, have the sam
visual appearance. They both are between chainlike

e-

FIG. 10. Particle trajectory in DAD space. Pointsa–d have a
one-to-one correspondence with pointsa–d of Fig. 8. The trajec-
tory traverses the points in order, encountering pointa first and
ending on pointd.
7-7
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spheroidal in shape with heavy intersection at their cores,
with chainlike characteristics in their extremities. Atc the
snapshot shows a compact collector with advanced stage
intersection between each ball. S2 is much more sphero
at this point than S1 since the candidate particles rem
small for the duration of the simulation and are more read

FIG. 11. Scenario 2 particle trajectory in lnr–ln g space.

FIG. 12. Snapshots of collector particles created using scen
2. The snapshots correspond to pointsa–d of Fig. 11.
06140
ut

of
al
in
y

covered by surface deposition. Since the collector attains
most spheroidal shape and the coalescent regime is a
zenith at pointc, it is probable that the collector in Fig. 12~c!
is what referred to in the literature as composed of ‘‘p
mary’’ particles.

The trajectory moves quickly away from pointc towards
the d51 line. S2 concludes at pointd with a value ofd
50.144. It is interesting to compare the snapshot shown
Fig. 12~d! to the one in Fig. 9~c!. Since the S2 value ofd at
d is less than the 1 for S1 atc, we can conclude that the S
snapshot will be rounder in shape. The comparison of
two confirms that this is indeed the case.

The S2 trajectory in DAD space is shown in Fig. 1
Starting at (d,D)5(`,`), the shape descriptors decrease
(d,D)5(6.352,1) at pointa. Like S1, the collector transi-
tions from the fractal-like aggregation to the coalescent
gime betweena andc and concludes atc. Figure 13 shows
that atc the collector is near its maximal distance from t
d51 line. In this region, the collector is at its most spher
dal. Departing fromc, the particle transitions back to
chainlike shape and approaches thed51 line.

4. A simple test scenario

Scenarios S1 and S2 examine the transition between
two coagulation regimes of the candidate particle growth.
now turn to a test scenario~ST! designed@44# to mimic more
realistic growth rates of candidate particles, characteristic
the soot particles nucleating in a 10-bar laminar premix
flame of ethylene@43#. These Monte Carlo simulations wer
conducted at the following set of conditions: constant te
perature; step-function nucleation and surface-growth ra
and collector radius increasing proportionally to the cu
root of time @44#. This is a simplified representation of th
flame results obtained by Kazakov and Frenklach@43#.

rio

FIG. 13. Particle trajectory in DAD space. Pointsa–d have a
one-to-one correspondence with pointsa–d of Fig. 11. The trajec-
tory traverses the points in order, encountering pointa first and
ending on pointd.
7-8
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Under this scenario, 130 collector particles were co
structed with 550 balls each. A typical ST particle trajecto
in ln r–lng space is shown in Fig. 14, and representat
snapshots of collector particles at the same four pointsa–d
as in scenarios S0–S2, are displayed in Fig. 15.

The trajectory in Fig. 14 reveals a collector particle m
phology that exhibits two distinct transitions, fractal to co

FIG. 14. Test scenario particle trajectory in lnr–ln g space.

FIG. 15. Snapshots of collector particles created using the
scenario. The snapshots correspond to pointsa–d of Fig. 14.
06140
-

e

-
-

lescent and coalescent to fractal. The snapshot shown in
14~a! represents the start point of the fractal-to-coalesc
transition and is strongly chainlike. It is characterized
(d,D)5(3.762,1) and is consistent with the DAD imple
mentation used to detect the different stages of the transit
Figures 14~b! and 14~c! show snapshots of representati
collector particles taken at the middle and end points, resp
tively. The collector shown in Fig. 14~b! is in a transitory
state between chainlike and spheroidal. Figure 14~c! shows a
spheroidal collector at pointc with DAD values (d,D)
5(0.237,1). While it actually has 14 more balls, visual
the particle atc appears to be constructed from less balls th
the one atb. Point c corresponds to the start point of th
coalescent-to-fractal transition. The final snapshot is o
chainlike collector particle taken at pointd and with DAD
values (d,D)5(1.145,1.847).

The ST trajectory in DAD space is shown in Fig. 16. T
trajectory unambiguously detects where each transition
gins and ends. For example, the start and end points
fractal-to-coalescent and coalescent-to-fractal transitions
easily found where the trajectory crossesD51. The middle
points of the transition are found atd'1.

V. DISCUSSION

The simulations demonstrate that the morphology of
gregating particles is dependent on both the surface dep
tion and the particle nucleation rates. In all three scena
S1, S2, and ST, intense nucleation, which occurs early in
particle morphology@42,44#, forces the particles to remai
fractal-like in shape. This is due to the similarly sized agg
gating material—in this case, the candidate and collector
ticles.

Stated another way, early in the particle life cycle, nuc
st

FIG. 16. Particle trajectory in DAD space. The points,a–d,
have a one-to-one correspondence with the points,a–d, of Fig. 14.
The trajectory traverses the points in order, encountering poina
first and ending on pointd.
7-9
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ation is intense resulting in a cloud of tiny candidate p
ticles. Therefore, the vast majority of early collisions occ
between small particles. The size of the collector is com
rable to the size of the candidate particles. Collisions
occurring too fast for surface deposition to cover partic
added on the collector surface via aggregation, and the
sultant shape remains fractal-like. This is evident from
young collector particles depicted in Figs. 9~b!, 12~b!, and
15~b!.

Later in the life cycle, the shape of the collector particle
less influenced by the nucleation and more influenced by
surface deposition. As the rate of surface deposition
creases and nucleation wanes, the candidate particles ar
able to effect change on the geometry of the collector.
surface deposition becomes the dominant mechanism
transition from fractal-like to coalescent growth. Eventua
we obtain particles similar to those shown in Figs. 9~c!,
12~c!, and 15~c!.

In the advanced stages of the life cycle, when surf
deposition is waning, particle morphology is again infl
enced by collisions as aggregation reasserts itself. Geom
effects due to aggregation dominate and another transi
this time from the coalescent to fractal-like regime, occu
Figures 9~d! and 15~d! show particles indicative of this phas
in the life cycle.

It is interesting to note the effect of nucleation on t
evolution of particle morphology. When the environment
dominated by a cloud of tiny candidate particles, in the pr
ence of surface growth, the model generates the roun
particles. The extreme of such a behavior was simulated
scenario S2 when the candidate particles were kept a
artificially small and constant size. This regime mimics t
presence of a strong nucleation source, supplying cop
amounts of the tiniest particles@17#. Indeed, the collector
produced in scenario S2 has the most spheroidal shap
i.

al

ch
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r-
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illustrated in Fig. 12. Scenario ST, with a time-depende
size of candidate particles, passed through a similar phas
demonstrated by the collector shown in Fig. 15~c!.

VI. SUMMARY

A dynamic Monte Carlo method was used to simula
particle aggregation with simultaneous surface growth. T
transition between the coalescent and the fully develo
aggregation regimes was examined.

Examination of the transition necessitated the devel
ment of shape descriptors to quantify the geometric diff
ences between the particles. The descriptorsd and D were
developed to accomplish this task. Descriptord was used to
quantify a particle’s geometric proximity to either a perfec
round ball or a chainlike aggregate. For a given shape,D was
used to quantify the particle’s direction of geometric chan
This method of usingd and D, called DAD, was imple-
mented successfully throughout the study.

Using DAD to quantify particle morphology facilitate
the analysis and led to a working definition for the transitio
The definition formulated was completely characterized bd
and D. Evaluation of these two parameters determined
state of the particle.

Most revealing is the demonstration of the intimate d
pendence exhibited by the particle morphology on both
surface deposition and the particle nucleation rates. The
sults show that particle aggregation is not separated in t
from particle nucleation, as is often presumed.
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